A new three-parameter beta power distribution is introduced and studied. We derive formal expressions for its moments, generating function and Cumulative density function. The maximum likelihood estimation of the model parameters was also conducted. In the end, the superiority of the new distribution over the exponentiated exponential was made by means of data set.
Introduction
In recent time probability distributions play a significant role in modeling naturally occurring phenomena. By this, different kinds of distribution functions have been propounded and defined extensively in the statistical literature in modeling many real life phenomena. Various distributions emerge from the need to capture some naturally occurring events. For instance, Pareto distribution has been justified in modeling the size of companies, family income size, and population size among others. Poisson distribution can be used to measure the occurrence of rare events; Weibull and gamma have been identified as good distributions in modeling the amount of rainfall in African among other functions.
Probability distributions revealed lately involve compounded beta family of distribution which include beta-normal Eugene (2002) ; beta-Gumbel [Nadarajah and Kotz (2004) ], beta-Weibull [Famoye (2005) ], beta-exponential [Nadarajah and Kotz (2006) ]; beta-Rayleigh [Akinsete and Lowe (2008) ]; beta-Laplace [Kozubowski and Nadarajah (2008) ]; beta-Pareto ]; Kumaraswamy Pareto [Marcelo Bourguignon, etal (2012) ], beta Nakagami [Shittu and Adepoju(2013) ] among others.
The New Distribution
A random variable X is distributed as the Beta power exponential distribution if it satisfies the probability density function given as follows;
This can be showed to be a proper density function as below 
Cumulative Function
Here we seek to the obtain the cumulative function of the new distribution, this is as follows from Eq. (1), we have Finally, using the fact that
For positive real non-integer a, Eq. (5), can be used for further analytical and / or numerical studies. For integer a, Eq. (4) can be written as ( 
For integer value of b, we have ( ) ( )
Moments and Generating Function
In this section, we derive the rth moment about the origin and the moment generating function for a random variable X having the density function in Eq. (1). It is convenient to introduce 
Differentiating Eq. (14) 
Application
In this section we compare the fit of Beta power exponential distribution to one real data set. The data set is obtained from Smith and Naylor (1987) .
The data are the strengths of 1.5 cm glass fibres, measured at the National Physical Laboratory England. Tables 1 and 2 provide some descriptive statistics and the MLES of the model parameters. Since the values of the Akaike information is smaller for the Beta power distribution compared with the exponentiated exponential distribution, it
Conclusion
The existing two parameter power exponential distribution is extended with the introduction of two extra shape parameters giving rise to the Beta-power exponential distribution which has a better shape, broader tails and a class of hazard rate functions depending on the parameters.
Detailed studies of the statistical properties of the proposed distribution which include moments, moment generating function among others have been presented.
The parameters of the model were estimated by method of maximum likelihood which actually paves way for the derivation of fisher information matrix. Real life application indicates that Beta-power exponential distribution apart from its flexibility has better representation of data than exponentiated exponential distribution.
